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Most metal mirrors currently used in synchrotron radiation. (SR) beam lines to reflect soft
x.-rays are; made; of electroless nickel plate on: an aluminum, substrate., TMs; material combination;
has allowed: optical designers to incorporate; exotic cylindrical aspfaeres into gazing incidence:
x-ray beanr-handling: systems by taking: advantage of smgie^ointdiamond machining techniques.
But the; promise of Mgfc-quality electroless nickel surfaces has; generally exceeded the
performance-.. We will examine; the evolution of electroless nickel surfaces through a. study of
the quality of mirrors delivered for use at the National Synchrotron Light Source over the past
seven years.. We have developed techniques to: assess surface quality based! on the measurement
of surface roughness and figure- errors; with, optical profiling instruments.. It is instructive to see
how the quality of the surface is related: to the complexity of the machine operations required
to produce it,

SURFACE ROUGHNESS

Surface roughness is of supreme importance to: users of SR. heamlines—roughness levels
above 10 A scatter excessive amounts of x-rays incident at grazing incidence.. A. revolution: in
roughness; measurement instrumentation: occurred early in the 1980's; with the application of
phasermeasuring interferornetry to microroughness measurement by non-contact optical methods..
The microihterferometer quicMy became the instrument of choice to: characterize; large aspheric
SR mirrors.. These; mirrors are often in the; shape of segments of cylinders up to 1 meter in
length, with: minor radii in the order of several centimeters,, bent slightly in the longitudinal
direction into; toroidal shapes; with: major radii in the range of hundreds of meters to several
kilometers.. It is extremely difficult to measure the surface quality of such: large mirrors with
stylus: instruments,, but it is very easy with, optical interferometers.. We began making
measurements; in 1984- on a variety of mirror shapes,, sizes and substrate: materials.. It quickly
became apparent to; us that there was a. distinct difference; between the quality of electroless
nickel surfaces and gliass/ceranric/fused silica, surfaces.. A. summary of the roughness
measurements on flat mirrors; is presented in the; first: two figures.l One can see that most of
the roughness values for the: glass; mirrors; lie below the 10 A, level,, while most of the values for
the ENP material lie above the 10 A. level.. This: same pattern holds for roughness measurements
made on aspheric mirrors:—cylinders and paraboloids,, for example.. The ultimate smoothness
of the surface micraraughness is; not related: to the overall figure of the mirror. The reasons for
this pattern are; not clear:. One can speculate on a number of possible explanations—the ENP



material is softer than: glass/ceramics,, improper polishing compound: chemistry,, non-optimized
grain structure fir. the ENP material,, etc..—but a definitive answer has; yet to be proffered.

Microinterferometry is> also: useful as; a diagnostic tool to evaluate the performance: of
precision machining operations.. Figure 2 shows; a. surface profile measurement from: an off-axis;
paraboloid. (PI) that has been precisian machined: with, a diamond tool in electroless nickel on
an aluminum substrate.. One can: easily see large amplitude, periodic: errors in the surface: profile
caused, by insufficient control of the machine parameters^. Contrast this; to the profile in Fig.. 4-
of a. similar- paraboloid: (P-2). made an the same machine at a different time—the large periodic
fluctuations; are not in evidence and the surface structure: looks more random. More quantitative
information about the surface structure can be obtained: by computing the power spectrum of the
surface roughness.2tS The power spectral density (PSD) curves for the two ENP paraboloids are
shown in: Figs.. 5 and: 6.. Both: spectra, are averages; computed from profile measurements made:
over several regions; of each: surface.. One can. immediately see: the spectral line in: the PL
paraboloid: corresponding to the distinct sinusoidal pattern evident in the profile.. Also apparent
are. several higher frequency components;,, at broad base surrounding the fundamental spectral
line, and a: general power-law decrease at higher spatial frequencies. The spectrum of the P2
paraboloid does not show a: distinct spectral line feature at low frequency but exhibits a.
power-law spectrum over more than, two decades in: spatial frequency with a characteristic -3/2
power slope.. By integrating the area: under each: spectrum,, one is able: to compute the root mean
square roughness; over any desired spatial frequency bandwidth.. The average roughness
computed for the PL paraboloid is; about JIQ Ay while the roughness of the P2 paraboloid is
91 A.. Analysis; of PSD' curves; provides; a. wealth of information about surface quality and
machine performance:.

SURFACE FIGURE

Measurement of the: "figure" of large grazing incidence mirrors is a. particularly difficult
task, since conventional interferometric measurement techniques are usually impossible to
employ.. We have developed a non-contact scanning profiling instrument,, the Long Trace
Profiler (LTP),, which: is optimized for- measuring the quality of large cylindrical aspheres with
sub-arc-second precision and accuracy.+ The LTP' uses a pencil-beam interferometer technique5

to: measure: the local slope of the surface with: I mm. sampling increments; along the length. The
LTP measurements overlap the long spatial period: region of the microroughness measurement,
providing a. continuous spectrum: of the roughness from micron, spatial periods; up: to the 1 meter
range.. Roughness; in the centimeter and: meter spatial period range is traditionally called "figure
error",, but the distinction between: the two- concepts is merely an. artifact of the traditional,
mutually-exclusive measurement, techniques previously used to make; each measurement.

The same analysis techniques can be used to: analyze LTP! scans; that are used to analyze
microroughness measurements,, i..e.,. the power spectrum of the "roughnessr. Figure 7 is an
example of a. composite spectrum: of the departure from the ideal shape of a 700 mm long
cylinder mirror diamond-machined: and: then post-polished from: a single-crystal silicon substrate.
The right-hand curve segment was; made: with ai WYKQ< NCP-1000 optical profiler with a 2.5X
objective and covers the spatial period range from. 5 mm down to about 10 microns. The
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left-hand curve segment was: made with- the LTP and covers, the spatial period range from.
500 mm down to 4 mm.. One can: see: how well the surface fits a power-law spectral model over
four decades: in: spatial! frequency.. The large amplitude: increase: in the lowest: spatial frequencies
is caused by a. height discontinuity of about 0.5 microns: in. the middle of the mirror, while the
sharp: spectral line at 20 mm spatial period is: caused: by a. sinusoidal error which has an RMS
amplitude of about 23 A with an: equivalent maximum slope error of 1 arc second.. Spectral
analysis- of the LTP data reveals a. great deal about the nature of the machining and polishing
processes and indicates ways that they could be improved..

Examples of LTP' measurements; on electroless nickel mirrors; are shown in Figs. 8 and
9.. The first is a. measurement of the surface of an off-axis paraboloid similar in construction
to PI and P2 but: three times the length.. One can: see: the large amplitude fluctuations in the
central region: of the mirror indicating; ai severe: departure from the ideal shape.. Also evident is
the edge roll-off at the extreme ends and the trough and hill immediately preceding the edge
roll-off. This signature is common in most of the ENP mirrors; that are post-polished after the
precision, machining step.. The mirror in. Fig. 9 is air off-axis ellipsoid of more recent vintage
with, smaller amplitude errors; in the central region.. The RMS slope error for this mirror is
about 3 arc seconds.. This mirror is; one of the early ellipsoids: made by Carl Zeiss in
Oberkochen for the SX-700 monochromator at BESSY in Berlin.. More recent ellipsoids
produced by Zeiss have RMS slope- errors below 1 arc: second,, which, has improved the
performance of the monochromator significantly..

SUMMARY

ffighi-performance mirrors: made fix the shape; of segments; of ellipsoids; or paraboloids are
extremely difficult to produce by conventional means.. Only since the advent of precision
diamond-turning machines has serious thought been: given: to such surfaces; in optical systems,
especially those designed for grazing; incidence x:-ray reflection.. The new manufacturing;
techniques have required the development of new materials compatible with the diamond-turning
process.. Electroless nickel has; emerged as: the leading candidate for precision optical surfaces,
computer disks; and other high technology items.. It has been an often painful process to
fabricate SR. mirrors; with the required accuracy using: the new technologies.. The development
of metrology instrumentation that can make relevant measurements; of surface finish and figure
has; enabled manufacturers, to improve their processes and produce a much better electroless
nickel product than possible a. decade agov The future should bring even more breakthroughs
in the surface quality of electroless: nickel parts,.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored: by an agency of tne United States
Government. Neither the. 0hited States Government nor any agency thereof nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any Iegd liability or responsi-
bility for the. accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that: its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific, commercial: product, process, or service; by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise: does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring: by the: United: States Government or any agency thereof. TKe: views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state, or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Figure I.. Summary of surface toughness; measurements; made on glass,, fused silica and
ceramic flat mirrors; with. a. W YKO1 NCP-10Q0 optical profiler witli a. 2.5X objective..
The abscissa is roughly a. time sequence starting in 1984- and ending in 1988.. Most
measurement values; lies below tfte IQ) A level for these materials..
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Figure; 2... Summary of surface roughness; measurements as in. Hg.. 1, but for electroless nickel
coated fiat mirrors,, usually on; an aluminum; substrate.. Notice that most of the
measurements. lie above the 10 A roughness; level,, in. contrast to the glass results..
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Surface roughness; measurement on. an electroless:- nickel-plated parabofoid: (PL) that
was: diamond machined in 1981L The large amplitude: sinusoidal pattern indicates
insufficient control of all the machine parameters during this; run.. It was not
possible to) remove the residual surface roughness by post polishing this; surface..
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Figure 4.. Surface roughness measurement on a. paraboloid. (P2)i with slightly different shape:
parameters; from: that in Fig.. 3',. which: was; machined, on a. different day under
different: set-up: conditions.. The residual surface: roughness; is; more random with: a.
much: lower amplitude..
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The average1 power spectrum of the PI surface in1. Fig.. 3' showing a distinct peak: at
the spatial frequency corresponding to the sinusoidal period! in, the profile.. This
curve is, am average aver several locations on. the surface.. The RMS roughness; for
this; surface computed: from the areai under this curve is; about 310 A... Peaks, at
frequencies; higher than the fundamental provide useful information about machine
performance during the diamond: taming process..
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Figure 6.. The; average: power spectrum of the smoother P2 surface,, showing an; inverse
power-law spectral! shape: characteristic of fractal-type surfaces.. Ko< distinct spectral
features are: apparent,, ini contrast to the PI spectrum:.. The average roughness; for
this surface: is; about 9-1 A. RMS..
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Combined LTP and WYK0 power' spectra, for a. polisfred single-crystal' silicon;
cylinder nrirroir 700) mm in; liengtfc. The LIP1 spectrum covers; t&e 500) ram to> 4- mm
spatiall period! range,, or equiVafentEy t&e ixlQJ6 pat* to ZlSxlOJ4 urn1 spatial
frequency range,, and! t&e WT8© covers> tfie spatM period! range from 5 mm down;
to: IQ: jim.. The inverse power law diescriptiba of t&e surface rougfiness holds over
4 decades iii spatM frequency for t&is surface.. T&e spectral; feature at 20 mm
period corresponds: to ai sinusoidal polishing, defect with; ai 23 A RMS amplitude and;
a. maximum slope error of II arc second!. T&e increase in; amplitude: at the lowest
spatiall frequencies, corresponds; to a. residual step freight of about 015 microns m t&e
surface whichj could not be removed during t&e polishing process..
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Figure: 81 LTP measurement of the shape of arc electrofess nickel paraboloid 300 mm long
manufactured; in 1I98L. The edge roll-off andl the trougfc region just inside the edge
are typical! defects found on poEshedl metal aspheric optics^.
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LTP1 measurements on an ENP ellipsoid manufactured by Carl Zeiss; in Germany
during; the midi-li98Q's;.. The residual surface: error is; on the order of 3 arc: seconds
RMS.. Current technology is, capable of producing surfaces on ENP: mirrors; with:
less than 1 arc; second: slope error on flats,, spheres; and aspheres..
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